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In composite models with colored preons leptogluons (l8) has a same status with leptoquarks, excited
leptons and quarks, etc. We analyze resonant production of color octet electron (e8) at QCD Explorer stage
of the Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC). It is shown that the e8 discovery at the LHeC simultaneously
will determine the compositeness scale.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
A large number of “fundamental” particles, as well as observ-
able free parameters (put by hand), in Standard Model (SM) in-
dicate that it is not “the end of story”. Physics has met simi-
lar situation two times in the past: one was the Periodic Table
of the Elements which was clariﬁed by Rutherford’s experiment
later, the other was the hadron inﬂation which has resulted in
quark model. This analogy implies the preonic structure of the SM
fermions (see [1] and references therein). The preonic models pre-
dict a zoo of new particles such as excited leptons and quarks,
leptoquarks, leptogluons, etc. Excited fermions and leptoquarks are
widely discussed in literature and their searches are inseparable
parts of future collider’s physics programs. Unfortunately, leptoglu-
ons did not attract necessary attention, while they are predicted in
all models with colored preons [2–7]. For example, in the frame-
work of fermion-scalar models, leptons would be a bound state of
one fermionic preon and one scalar anti-preon l = (F S¯) = 1 ⊕ 8
(both F and S are color triplets), then each SM lepton has its own
color octet partner [7].
Lower bound on leptogluon masses, 86 GeV, given in PDG [8]
reﬂects twenty years old Tevatron results [9]. As mentions in [10]
D0 clearly exclude 200 GeV leptogluons and could naively place
the constraint MLG  325 GeV. The ﬁfteen years old H1 data on
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Open access under CC BY license. color octet electron, e8, search [11] has excluded the composite-
ness scale Λ  3 TeV for Me8  100 GeV and Λ  240 GeV for
Me8  250 GeV. The advantage of lepton–hadron colliders is the
resonant production of leptogluons, whereas at hadron and lepton
colliders they are produced in pairs.
The sole realistic way to TeV scale in lepton–hadron collisions
are presented by linac-ring type electron–proton colliders (see re-
views [12–14] and references therein). Recently CERN, ECFA and
NuPECC initiated the study on the LHC based ep colliders [15].
Two options are considered for the Large Hadron electron Col-
lider (LHeC): the construction of new e-ring in the LHC tunnel
[16] or the construction of e-linac tangentially to the LHC [17–
19]. It should be noted that in ﬁrst option the energy of electrons
is limited by synchrotron radiation, whereas in second option the
energy of electrons can be increased by lengthening the linac. Ten-
tative parameters for linac-ring options of the LHeC are presented
in Table 1. QCD Explorer stage(s) is mandatory: it will provide nec-
essary information on PDF’s for adequate interpretation of future
LHC results and it will clarify QCD basics, as well. The realization
of the Energy Frontier stage(s) will be determined by the LHC data
on Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics.
In this Letter we investigate potential of QCDE stages of the
LHeC in search for color octet electron via resonant production. In
Section 2, Lagrangian for e8 interactions is presented and it’s decay
widths and production cross sections at different stages of LHeC
are evaluated. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of leptogluon
signatures at QCD-E stages of the LHeC. Finally, the concluding re-
marks are given in Section 4.
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Tentative parameters of the LHeC linac-ring options. QCDE and EF denotes QCD Ex-
plorer and Energy Frontier, respectively.
Stage Ee , GeV
√
s, TeV L, 1032 cm−2 s−1
LHeC/QCDE-1 70 1.4 1–10
LHeC/QCDE-2 140 1.98 1–10
LHeC/EF 500 3.74 1
Fig. 1. Leptogluon decay width via its mass for Λ = Me8 and Λ = 10 TeV.
2. Interaction Lagrangian, decay width and production cross
section
For the interaction of leptogluons with the corresponding lep-
ton and gluon we use the following Lagrangian [8,20]:
L = 1
2Λ
∑
l
{
l¯α8 gsG
α
μνσ
μν(ηLlL + ηRlR) + h.c.
}
(1)
where Gαμν is the ﬁeld strength tensor for gluon, index α =
1,2, . . . ,8 denotes the color, gs is gauge coupling, ηL and ηR
are the chirality factors, lL and lR denote left and right spinor
components of lepton, σμν is the anti-symmetric tensor and Λ
is the compositeness scale. The leptonic chiral invariance implies
ηLηR = 0. For numerical calculations we add leptogluons into the
CalcHEP program [21].
Decay width of the color octet electron is given by
Γe8 = αsM
3
e8
4Λ2
(2)
In Fig. 1 the decay widths of leptogluons are presented for two
scenarios, Λ = Me8 and Λ = 10 TeV.
The resonant e8 production cross sections for the there stages
of the LHeC from Table 1, evaluated using CalcHEP with CTEQ6L
parametrization [22] for parton distribution functions, are pre-
sented in Figs. 2–4. It is seen that suﬃciently high cross-section
values allow the exploration of the e8 mass range almost up to the
kinematical limits.
3. Signal and background analysis
3.1. LHeC/QCDE-1 stage
First of all, let us consider pT and η distributions for signal
and background processes in order to determine appropriate kine-
matical cuts. All calculations were performed at the partonic level
using CalcHEP simulation program [21] with CTEQ6L parton dis-
tributions functions [22]. Hereafter the term jet means gluon forFig. 2. Resonant e8 production at the LHeC/QCDE-1.
Fig. 3. Resonant e8 production at the LHeC/QCDE-2.
signal and quarks (u, u¯, d, d¯, c, c¯, s, s¯, b, b¯) for background pro-
cesses. At the partonic level, the signal process is e−g → e8 → e−g
and background processes are e−q → e−q (through γ and Z ex-
change), which give main contribution to the background. The
other background processes: (i) e−q → e−W−q, (ii) e−q → e−qg
and e−g → e−qq¯, (iii) e−q → e−qZ , where in all processes the
electron goes to beam pipeline. In the ﬁrst process W− decays
leptonically and, if pmissT is suﬃciently small, the process resembles
the signal. In the second process if one of the jet fakes an electron
it resembles the signal. In the third process Z decays leptonically
and, if one of the leptons is missing, it resembles the signal too.
These three background processes give much smaller contribution
with respect to that of the main background processes (see Ta-
ble 3).
The transverse momentum distribution of ﬁnal state jets for sig-
nal at Λ = 10 TeV and for background is shown in Fig. 5. It is seen
that pT > 150 GeV cut essentially reduces background, whereas
signal is almost unaffected. Figs. 6 and 7 represent pseudo-rapidity
(η) distributions for electrons and jets, respectively. As seen from
Fig. 7, ηe− distribution for signal and background are not dras-
tically different. Concerning η j , most of signal lies above η = 0,
whereas 99% of background is concentrated in −2 < η j < 0 region.
For this reasons below we use pT > 150, |ηe| < 4 and 0 < η j < 4.
With these cuts we present in Fig. 8 the invariant mass distribu-
tions for signal and background.
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Fig. 5. Transverse momentum distributions of ﬁnal state jets for signal and back-
ground at
√
s = 1.4 TeV and Λ = 10 TeV.
Fig. 6. Pseudo-rapidity distributions of jets for signal and background at
√
s =
1.4 TeV and Λ = 10 TeV.
Fig. 7. Pseudo-rapidity distributions of electrons for signal and background at
√
s =
1.4 TeV and Λ = 10 TeV.
Fig. 8. ej invariant mass distributions for signal and background at
√
s = 1.4 TeV
and Λ = 10 TeV.
Table 2
Number of signal and background events for LHeC/QCDE-1 with Lint = 1 fb−1.
Me8, GeV Λ = Me8 Λ = 10 TeV
S B S B
500 1.1× 107 1.1× 103 3.3× 104 700
750 6.4× 105 630 4.2× 103 280
1000 2.2× 104 165 250 53
1250 81 6 1 1
The advantage of resonant production will provide an opportu-
nity to probe compositeness scale will above the center of mass
energy of the collider. For statistical signiﬁcance we use following
formula:
1σ = S√
S + B (3)
where S and B denote number of signal and background events,
respectively.
The number of signal and background events for different Me8
values are presented in Table 2 for Lint = 1 fb−1. In calculating
these values, in addition to cuts given above, we have used mass
windows as Me8 − 2Γe8 < Mej < Me8 + 2Γe8 for Γe8 > 10 GeV
and Me8 − 20 GeV < Mej < Me8 + 20 GeV for Γe8 < 10 GeV. It
is seen that the resonant production of the color octet electron
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Signal, major and minor background cross sections (in pb) for Me8 = 1000 GeV at
LHeC/QCDE-1. For the processes e−g → e−qq¯ and e−q → e−qg we use jet (q¯,q or g)
to electron fake rate 10−3.
Subprocesses Λ = Me8 (Λ = 10 TeV)
p jT > 150 GeV p
j,e−
T > 150 GeV
Minv = 1000± 60 (20) GeV
e−g → e8 → e−g 27.4 (0.254) 21.7 (0.252)
e−q → e−q 7.88 0.165 (0.0534)
e−q → e−W−q → e−e−ν¯eq 2.3× 10−3 4.5× 10−6 (9.0× 10−7)
e−g → e−qq¯ 4.9× 10−4 1.84× 10−8 (4.8× 10−9)
e−q → e−qg 0.118 2.46× 10−7 (7.3× 10−8)
e−q → e− Zq → e−e−e+q 2.97× 10−4 2.96× 10−7 (8.89× 10−8)
Table 4
Achievable compositeness scale Λ in TeV units at LHeC/QCDE-1 for 5σ (3σ ) statis-
tical signiﬁcance.
Me8, GeV Lint = 1 fb−1 Lint = 10 fb−1
500 150 (200) 275 (350)
750 65 (90) 125 (160)
1000 22 (30) 45 (58)
Fig. 9. Transverse momentum distributions of ﬁnal state jets for signal and back-
ground at
√
s = 1.98 TeV and Λ = 10 TeV.
will provide very clean signature for masses up to Me8  1 TeV.
In Table 3 we give cross section values for signal, main and mi-
nor (mention above) background processes. It is seen that mi-
nor background processes have cross sections much smaller than
that of major ones. In addition, requirement that primary elec-
tron goes to beam pipeline (|ηe| > 4) leads to further decrease of
minor background processes cross sections by three order of mag-
nitude. Moreover, contribution of the e−q → e−W−q → e−e−ν¯eq
process could be further suppressed using pmissT cut ( 0.3 for
pmissT < 20 GeV and  0.1 pmissT < 10 GeV). Concerning process
e−q → e−Zq → e−e−e+q missing of positron leads to additional
three order suppression.
The reachable compositeness scale values for Lint = 1 and Lint =
10 fb−1 are presented in Table 4. It is seen that multi-hundred TeV
scale can be searched for Me8 = 500 GeV and the increase of the
luminosity by one order gives two times higher values for Λ.
Lastly, for a given Lint = 1 fb−1, the upper mass limits for 5σ
discovery at LHeC/QCDE-1 stage are Me8 = 1100 GeV and Me8 =
1275 GeV for Λ = 10 TeV and Λ = Me8, respectively.Fig. 10. Pseudo-rapidity distributions of jets for signal and background at
√
s =
1.98 TeV and Λ = 10 TeV.
Fig. 11. Pseudo-rapidity distributions of electrons for signal and background at
√
s =
1.98 TeV and Λ = 10 TeV.
Fig. 12. ej invariant mass distributions for signal and background at
√
s = 1.98 TeV
and Λ = 10 TeV.
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Number of signal and background events for LHeC/QCDE-2 with Lint = 1 fb−1.
Me8, GeV Λ = Me8 Λ = 10 TeV
S B S B
500 3.3× 107 1.4× 103 9.8× 104 940
750 3.9× 106 1000 2.6× 104 445
1000 5.0× 105 630 5.8× 103 210
1250 5.3× 104 270 980 76
1500 3.5× 103 77 89 16
1750 55 6 2 1
Table 6
Achievable compositeness scale Λ in TeV units at LHeC/QCDE-2 for 5σ (3σ ) statis-
tical signiﬁcance.
Me8, GeV Lint = 1 fb−1 Lint = 10 fb−1
500 245 (320) 440 (570)
750 150 (195) 275 (355)
1000 82 (110) 155 (205)
1250 41 (56) 81 (107)
1500 16 (23) 34 (46)
3.2. LHeC/QCDE-2 stage
In order to determine the corresponding cuts we present pT , η j
and ηe distributions for signal and background processes in Figs 9,
10 and 11, respectively. The ﬁgures indicate that signiﬁcant change
takes place only for η j . In this subsections we will use pT > 150,
|ηe| < 4 and −0.5 < η j < 4. The invariant mass distributions ob-
tained with this cuts are given in Fig. 12.
The numbers of signal and background events for 6 differ-
ent Me8 values are presented in Table 5 (the mass window used
is the same as the one used in previous subsection). As seen
from the table very clean signal can be obtained up to Me8 
1500 GeV.
The reachable Λ scales for 5 different mass values are given
in Table 6. Comparison with Table 4 shows that twofold increas-
ing of the electron energy results in: 1.5 times higher values of Λ
for Me8 = 500 GeV, 2 times – for Me8 = 750 GeV and 4 times
– for Me8 = 1000 GeV. Moreover, multi-ten TeV scales can be
achieved for Me8 = 1250 and 1500 GeV, which are not available
at LHeC/QCDE-1.
Finally, for a given Lint = 1 fb−1, the upper mass limits for
5σ discovery at LHeC/QCDE-2 are Me8 = 1580 GeV and Me8 =
1775 GeV for Λ = 10 TeV and Λ = Me8, respectively.4. Conclusion
It seems that QCD Explorer stage(s) of the LHeC, together with
providing necessary information on PDF’s and QCD basics, could
play essential role on the BSM physics, also. Concerning color octet
electrons. LHeC/QCDE-1 will cover Me8 mass up to O(1200 GeV),
whereas LHeC/QCDE-2 will enlarge covered mass range up to
O(1700 GeV).
The discovery of e8 at this machine, simultaneously will de-
termine compositeness scale. For example if Me8 = 500 GeV,
LHeC/QCDE-2 with Lint = 10 fb−1 will be sensitive to Λ up to
570 TeV.
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